Abstract
Introduction
Tracking objects is a form of application of computer vision applications. Some areas of life use object tracking to solve a problem, such as monitoring, vehicle navigation and robot navigation. The process of vision which was originally performed by human vision will be replaced by using computers. Quick object movement becomes invisible to capture by the human eyes. The purpose of the object tracking is to associate the tracking target object in a respective video frame [11] . Object tracking can be performed using object feature extraction and detect objects in a sequence of frames [2] .
Computer vision is an automated process of interpreting large number of processes for visual perception, such as acquisition, image processing, classification, recognition and decision making [3] . Computer vision techniques consist of characteristic of object estimation in the image. The measurements are related to object geometry and interpret the object geometry information [3] .
Optical flow of video frames is a vector field which moves pixels or sub pixels. Optical flow method uses estimation techniques of optical flow to obtain the motion vector estimation in each frame of a video sequence. Hence, the moving object detected by the program block is converted into a binary image. This is executed by applying thresholding and analysis completed with morphological operations on each image in the foreground [4] .
Techniques used in the method background estimation are segmentation motion detection in the image area or region engaged by outlining the image based on pixels with pixels from the image background flattened by drawing initialization [5] . The working principle of this method is to initialize the background first then detects the frame where a moving object is located. The frame then will be reduced by the background frame to detect moving object [5] . The background estimation method is sensitive to any changes in the external environment. Therefore, it only applies to the conditions with the familiar environmental background.
The purpose of this research is to conduct a comparative analysis to perform object tracking between two methods, optical flow method and background estimation method. Object tracking research is conducted in the form of object identification of the passing cars with background and counts the number of passing cars in a frame. Videos used in the study are taken by using a still camera. A video object is analyzed in comparison by using the parameter values in each frame either the current value of default condition or the current value in testing condition. The results of tests performed on the video of parameter values will be analyzed for comparison between the two methods in terms of both the number of passing cars and cars successfully counted, identified object in frame, video separation between the object and the background (object threshold result) and the simulation results in Matlab Simulink Profile Report between the two methods used.
There are some previous researches on the utilization of computer vision in object tracking method to calculate the speed of passing vehicles, counting the number of vehicles passing per second or monitoring traffic congestion on the road.
Comparative research on object tracking of the passing cars passes using static camera with the camera moving in the default parameter and changed the parameter values using the optical flow method [6] [7] . The results obtained in the study conducted by tracking default parameter values is more accurate compared with the altered parameter values both in static and moving cameras.
Shukla and Saini (2015) in a study entitled "Moving Object Tracking of Vehicle Detection: A Concise Review" detected objects in video, and motion tracking was used to identify the characteristics which appear in the image processing domain and computer vision [1] . The traffic image analysis conducted in this paper is the traffic analysis, vehicle motion detection, segmentation approach and vehicle tracking approach. The information on temporal feature and motion tracking is used to identify the vehicle, identifying the vehicle shape, color, and type [8] . Optical flow method and background subtraction technique can help to determine the vehicle speed based on video sequence frames. Singh and Sharma (2015) in their research utilized Simulink model for object tracking using optical flow [9] . Object tracking is conducted to estimate the location, speed and distance parameters of the moving objects with the aid of a silent camera. The study was conducted by using Lukas-Kanade algorithm used to detect moving objects by altering the intensity of the frame. The test system can remove unwanted object motions in a vehicle other than a sequence of image frames by using multiple conditions.
In 2015, according to Vinary and Kumar's study entitled "Object Tracking Algorithm Using Background Subtraction," it stated that identifying moving objects from a sequence video is fundamental and the most important application in computer vision [5] . The experimental results in this study are the clarity of the image obtained using the elimination background technique is better than using background registration technique. The experiments performed show accuracy in counting vehicles detected approximately 94%.
The study by Scott, Pusateri and Cornish entitled "Kalman Filter Based Video Background Estimation" explained that background estimation using Kalman's filtration provides information about the full background to be used without any user intervention [10] . The design of this study provides an effective method for efficient foreground extraction from computer vision. Onedimensional Kalman filtration is applied to each pixel of the camera array to track the intensity of the pixel.
The study entitled "Optical Flow Based Moving Object Detection and Tracking for Traffic Surveillance" by Aslani and Nasab (2013) discusses the system which was developed to gather useful information from silent cameras to detect moving objects in digital video [2] . To eliminate noise, the median filter was used and the unused objects were removed by thresholding algorithm in the morphological operations.
Revathi and Hemalatha in "Certain Approach of Object Tracking using Optical Flow Techniques" (2012) studies on object tracking by optical flow method using Bayesian algorithm on detected objects in each frame as feature extraction method [4] . The distance covered by the object was determined by the pixel mass by using Euclidean distance formula. The object's speed was calculated by finding a moving object in the distance with the sequence and video frame rate.
Mahamuni, Patil and Thakar (2014) in a study entitled "Moving Object Detection Algorithm using Background Subtraction using Simulink" stated that the method used to combine statistics with moving objects acquired knowledge in the processing of the frame [11] . Previously, approach exploits were used to subtract the background object to improve the object segmentation. Algorithm approach of background subtraction can be fast, flexible and precise in terms of pixel accuracy.
Research Method
The method used in this research is optical flow method and background estimation method. These two methods in this study will be run and tested by using the tools on Matlab Simulink. Optical flow method used in the study is the Horn-Schunck algorithm. 
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Wahyu Supriyatin, Winda Widya Ariestya, Ida Astuti 155 Schunck algorithm used to perform object tracking using Matlab Simulink. Horn-Schunck algorithm with its advantages can generate a high density of flow vectors. The information flow can be lost in the internal part of a homogeneous object filled with motion boundary. However, it has drawbacks to be more sensitive to noise than local method [4] .
Optical flow method offers some advantages, among others, in producing motion vectors with high population density. The existing disadvantages of optical flow method are being very sensitive to noise, having a large amount of calculation, being sensitive to sound and being inappropriate or difficult to object detection in real time [9] . Optical flow method using a target motion vector of characteristics may vary with time to detect the moving areas in a sequence of images [5] . Figure 2 presents an object tracking algorithm with method background estimation using Matlab Simulink. Background estimation method is a method for obtaining a background image with a manual operator capture-based on background image content [11] . The weakness of background estimation method compared to other operators in this method affects greatly because any significant detection can result in the foreground, not the background. Background identification method used is background estimator consists of a temporal median estimator, the temporal median, and background based motion estimator. Object identification of object tracking with the segment and the filter region can form the object in the frame.
The testing results with Matlab Simulink tools in the second method are used to produce the video original form from the input, video motion vector and video background in the form of video of the separation object tracking, the video threshold in the form of video segmentation, video results in the form of video of the object tracking to find out the number of objects identified.
Results and Discussion
Analysis of object tracking is used to detect the presence of objects in a frame and calculates how many objects, in this case, the passing cars. Object tracking analysis in this research is conducted by using programming language using Matlab tools. Matlab Simulink object tracking analysis is conducted by comparing the two methods, optical flow method (Horn-Schunck algorithm) with Background Estimation method.
Video objects used in the study consist of three pieces, obtained from Matlab library and obtained by recording directly in Bogor and Depok. The third video used as object tracking research is taken by using a silent camera placed at the designated spot to record the movement of the passing cars from the front. Three videos used in the research object tracking in both good methods optical flow and background estimation with a silent camera are as follows: 1. Video Viptraffic.avi (Matlab Library) 2. Video Bogor.avi (Science Direct) 3. Video Depok.avi (Science Direct) Video used as object tracking are altered its parameter value of each method. The parameter values are used as a reference for testing the optical flow method and the estimation background method either with default values conditions or with the altered conditions as the test value as shown in Table 1 .
The tests carried out by performing the addition and subtraction sum parameter value from the condition the default in both methods. Table 2 is the value of the parameter in the default and trials on both the methods used.
The research object tracking using stationary cameras is conducted by the comparison between the default parameter values and the trial parameter values. The test results of the parameter values on the two methods are treated optical flow method and the background estimation method. Table 3 is a table of comparative The analysis of parameter values is used for both methods on the silent camera. The testing is performed using the parameter values of Matlab Simulink tools with optical flow method using Horn-Schunck algorithm and background estimation method. From testing the two methods on the still camera, it shows the current parameter value in the default and the current conditions in the test parameter values capturing objects which pass and is calculated the number of the passing objects.
The tests conducted on the third video objects use Matlab Simulink tools by using optical flow and estimation background tracking objects presented in Table 4 and Table 5 . Table 4 shows the test results of Matlab Simulink to track an object, in this case, the object car with the condition of parameter default values. With parameter default values, to the video library, Matlab (Viptraffic.avi) can be obtained both for the car object identification optical flow method and background estimation method. In addition, many passing cars can also be detected in number as well as between the background and the object separated. For videos recorded live both for Depok.avi and Bogor.avi videos, the object can be detected and the car background can also be separated with the object. The threshold on both videos cannot be distinguished between the object with the background so that all the results of the legible threshold. The number of passing cars on the result for both methods can be calculated if it has been read and passed the white line position. Table 5 presents a table of object tracking test on the silent camera using the trial parameter values. From the testing conducted using optical flow method and background estimation, the large number of cars which pass can be calculated. The number of passing cars calculated as it passes through white line boundary. In the result, the number of passing cars is calculated from the digit 0 and so on, every passing car will be recalculated starting from the number 0. For method background estimation between the object with the background can be separated, only Depok.avi and Bogor.avi video results of the background, there is little noise to the car object. As for the threshold, it does not only contain objects but also other detected the surrounding objects than car.
The results of the profile report on Matlab Simulink for each good optical flow method and the estimation background method on the silent camera are presented shown in Table 6 . Each duration of time spent in the third simulation video tracking is about 45 seconds. From the time comparison, it uses an optical flow method having better Total Recorded Time value because of its smaller value than that of the background estimation method. The duration time of 45 seconds for the method the optical flow has a smaller Total Recorded Time value showing less than around 100 seconds. Meanwhile, the method background estimation has a Total Recorded Time value of more than 100 seconds. 
Conclusion
Object tracking is tracking to calculate the number of passing objects within a frame. This research tracks object such as calculating the number of passing cars in a frame as well as identifying the shapes of passing cars. Car tracking in this research is conducted by doing a comparison between the two methods, the optical flow method (Horn-Schunck algorithm) and background estimation method. The videos used as the objects of the study consist of three pieces. The videos analyzed in the study are taken by using a silent camera. The analysis of object tracking test is carried out by comparing the value of the parameters used, either in a condition of default parameter value or in the test parameter values.
Tracking car objects in this study are employed by using a silent camera on the two methods of using the parameter values as a reference which successfully identify the form of a passing car. It also can calculate the number of cars crossing the white boundary line starting from the number 0 and does not apply to multiplication. Optical flow method can identify the shape of objects and calculate the passing objects. Meanwhile, based on background estimation method, only the videos in the Matlab library manage to be identified their object shapes. The objects with the background can be separated and calculated with the number of passing objects. However, videos recorded directly between the object with the background cannot be separated due to its whole detection. Optical flow method has better Total Recorded Time than background estimation method. The tests using the silent camera presents smaller value generated by using optical flow accounted as less than 100 seconds when compared with background estimation method which is calculated more than 100 seconds.
Further development for object tracking can identify the object with more detail. Hence, it may distinguish between objects located in the background. On the other hand, it cannot perform calculations in the number of objects in multiple passing cars which do not start from 0. It can only identify the car object captured as its main targets while other unnecessary objects remain visible.
